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sound bites or to set up interviews.
SCIENCE RADIO PROGRAM ENTERTAINS, EDUCATES YOUNG MONTANANS 
MISSOULA —
The interactive radio program “Science is Cool” promotes scientific exploration using 
experiments that children can perform easily at home while adults are available for assistance 
and discussion.
The segment airs every other Saturday morning during the two-hour “Children’s 
Corner” program on KUFM public radio, which is based at The University of Montana. 
“Science is Cool” is hosted by UM Assistant Research Professor Katie George — “Dr. Katie” 
to her listeners — who invites listeners to perform experiments at home along with her “lab 
assistants” in the studio.
To reach wider audiences across the state, a four-compact disc set of the first “Science 
is Cool” broadcasts will be distributed to all Montana public libraries and elementary schools 
in February. The CDs can be used for entertainment at home or for instruction in the 
classroom.
A second set of “Science is Cool” CDs will be distributed in February 2007.
The public radio program is made possible by the Experimental Program to Stimulate
-more-
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Competitive Research (EPSCoR) grant awarded to UM jointly by the National Science 
Foundation and the state of Montana. The goal of NSF EPSCoR is to promote scientific 
progress nationwide.
UM’s EPSCoR program chose to fund “Science is Cool” as an outreach effort because 
the radio segment may inspire young people to become excited about scientific discovery and 
possibly choose careers in science research.
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